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Pupil Premium and Pupil Premium Plus Information for St. Bridget’s 

 

In 2011-12 the Government launched Pupil Premium Funding.  This money is sent to schools 

based on the numbers of pupils in the school who are eligible for Free School Meals (FSM).  

From 2012-2013, it has been expanded to include all children who have been eligible for FSM 

within the last 6 years. 

 

This money is allocated to initiatives to ensure pupils reach their full potential, both 

academically and socially. 

 

In 2013-14 the school received £15250. 

In 2014-15 the school received £31000 of Pupil Premium Funding 

In 2015-16 the school received £23000 of Pupil Premium Funding.  

In 2016-17 the school received £38360 of Pupil Premium Funding. 

 

Allocations for 2015-16 Amount £ Pupils Total £ 

Deprivation (FSM) Pupil 

Premium Ever 6 

£1320 13 £17160 

Service Children (ever 4) £300 1 £300 

Pupil Premium Plus £1900 11 £20900 

 £38360 

 

The money was used to help provide the following initiatives: 
 

KEY: Learning    Enrichment    Speech & Language    Social & Emotional 

Spent on Cost Aim 

Extra teaching support  £7000 Reduce attainment gap in Year 6 through provision of 

smaller classes Spring/Summer Term.  

Reduce attainment gap in Year 5 through provision of 

smaller classes in Spring/Summer Term. 

Extra Teaching 

Assistant Support  

£4500 To support specific children through group or 1:1 work to 

ensure they make expected progress through targeted 

intervention.  

 Time to Talk 

 Socially Speaking 

 Circle of Friends 

 RWInc Spelling 

 New Phonic Blending 

 Priority readers 

 Mathletics 

 Nessy 

Specialist Literacy 

Provision through the 

£3000 1:1 bespoke literacy intervention to improve both the 

pupils’ spelling and reading in order to diminish the 
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Orrets Meadow 

Outreach Programme  

difference between them and their peers. 

Additional Specialist 

Teaching assessments  

£400 To identify additional needs or support requirements to 

ensure quality teaching and learning. 

Wider curriculum 

opportunity  

£500 Supporting children play musical instruments through 

reduced lesson costs and to experience social events and 

functions. 

School Clubs  £150 To ensure access to any paid school clubs. 

Funding school trips  £600 To ensure eligible children are able to participate and to 

give the opportunity to experience new and challenging 

activities. 

Specialist Speech and 

Language Therapy  

£1500 To improve the speech and language of specific child or 

children. 

Social & Emotional 

Support (CBT therapist)  

£800 Developing coping strategies for transition at Year 6 to 

secondary school. Year 5 to Year 6 in regards to 11+ and 

anxieties. Annual 4 week support to provide a mentoring 

programme to support identifies children. To provide on-

going support for class teachers and learning mentor. 

Learning mentor  £13500 To support specific interventions 

 Lego Therapy,  

 Fine motor skills 

 Homework Support 

 1:1 Reading 

 Guided Reading 

In addition, liaising with teachers, visiting specialists and 

families. 

Inclusion and support  

Funding of Apprentices 

to support enjoyment 

and behaviour at break 

times and provide 

enrichment.  

£6000 Extra adult support for vulnerable children during the 

lunch times. To ensure there is a variety of well supported 

activities at break times to encourage enjoyment and 

participation in school 

Seasons for Growth 

(Pastoral Support)  

£500 To support the emotional well-being of children. 

TOTAL £38450  

 

The impact of this funding: 

1. The majority of children eligible for funding leaving St. Bridget’s met or exceeded 

national targets in 2015-2016 

2. No exclusions for this group of children, improved behaviour and improved learning. 

3. No child was excluded from an activity due to financial constraints. 

4. Improved opportunities for all pupils. 
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Pupil Premium Data Outcomes 2015-2016 

 

EYFS  

For the St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children, the percentage of pupils 

achieving a good level of development is 100%, no change from 2014, 

and is +48% above the National Average. 

 

KS1 

For Reading, St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were in line with the 

National Other for EXS+ (100 v 78), and in line with for GDS (50 v 27). 

 

For Writing, St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were 0.6 pupils above the 

National Other for EXS+ (100 v 70), and 0.7 pupils above for GDS (50 v 16). 

 

For Mathematics, St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were in line with the 

National Other for EXS+ (100 v 77), and 0.6 pupils above for GDS (50 v 

20). 

 

KS2 

 

For RWM, St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were in line with the 

National Other for EXS+ (100 v 60), and in line with for the high standard 

(0 v 7). 

 

For Reading, St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were in line with the 

National Other for EXS+ (100 v 71), and in line with for the high score (0 v 

23). The average scaled score was above the National Other (107 v 103.8). 

 

For Writing (TA), St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were in line with the 

National Other for EXS+ (100 v 79), and in line with for GDS (0 v 18). 

 

For Mathematics, St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were in line with the 

National Other for EXS+ (100 v 75), and in line with for the high score (0 v 

20). The average scaled score was below the National Other (102 v 104.1). 

 

For GPS, St. Bridget’s Pupil Premium children were in line with the National 

Other for EXS+ (100 v 78), and in line with for the high score (0 v 27). The 

average scaled score was below the National Other (102 v 105). 

 

 

Glossary 

EXS+ means exceeding 

GPS means grammar, punctuation and spelling 

GDS means Greater Depth 

TA means Teacher assessment 
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If your child does not have Free School Meals, but may be eligible because of your family’s 

income level, please contact the office (in confidence) to register them.  Even if you do not wish 

them to have the meals, this would mean the school could still claim Pupil Premium funding that 

may be used to help your child. 


